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The productionof success:
an anti-musicologyof the pop song
by ANTOINE HENNION

At the heart of the freneticactivityof the recordindustry and of all the
conflictingopinion to which this activitygives rise, lies a common goal:
popular success. This also provides the key to the paradoxes one
encounters when one studies the economic aspects of the record
industry in France.t What does the achievement of success involve in
actual fact?Economic, sociologicaland musicologicalanalyses tend to
evade this issue rather than explain it. Can the ability to achieve
success be attributedto a more or less innate sixth sense? Does it reside
in the superiority of the smaller producers over the larger ones? Is
success achieved through bribery, through massive 'plugging',
through a dulling of the senses or through conformism, as the ritual
claims of the press would have it? Is it a by-product of profit, of
standardisation,of alienationor of the prevailingideology, as marxists
argue? The sociology of mass media and culture explains it in an
equally wide variety of ways - in terms of manipulation(see Adorno
1941), the meaninglessness of mass culture (see Ellul 1980, Hoggart
1957), symbolic exclusion (see Bourdieu 1979), the system of fashion
(see Barthes 1967), desocialised ritual (see Baudrillard1970),or as the
cunning strategies of the dominated (see de Certeau 1974). I do not
propose casually to invoke all the different theories only to dismiss
them with moralisticclaims that we must return to the basic facts. I
only wish to point out the discrepancy which exists between the
* This articleis drawn fromresearchwhich was the basis for a book, Hennion 1981;it is
reviewed elsewhere in this issue of Popular Music (pp. 308-13 below). The research,
carriedout in collaborationwith J. P. Vignolle,was originallythe basis foran essay on
the way music is produced (Hennion and Vignolle 1978A);it was also the basis for
Vignolle 1980. 'Pop song' stands (throughoutthe article)for chanson de varietes, for
which there is no exact English equivalent;translationis the more difficultbecause
varietesis defined above all by a particularmode of production,discussed here, rather
than by specific musical characteristicswhich may be comparedwith those of other
genres (ed.)
t Thisstudy was the startingpoint forHennionand Vignolle1g78s.Therecordmarketis
indeed a strangeone: the big producerskeep the smallerones going by relinquishing
to them the most highly profitablesectors; high concentrationis compatiblewith
increasinginstability;massive internationalismof capitalgoes hand in hand with the
persistent predominanceof French productionson the national marketand with a
surplus trade balance.
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profusionof opinionsexpressedand the scarcityof empiricalstudies
on the actualcontentsof so-calledmass culture.
Whenone studiesthe professionalmilieuon the spot (aswe did for
threeyears,from1977to 1980),one learnsthatits fundamentaltask
residesin thepermanentandorganisedguestforwhatholdsmeaningfor the
public.Not an arbitrary
or a codedmeaning,nor a meaningimposed
fromabove,any morethana meaningcollectedby statisticalsurveys
or marketresearch- these last can only reveal'objective',that is,
socio-politicalcategoriesenablingthe powers that be to label their
'subjects':age, sex, socio-professionalgroup, preferences.The
meaningin questionis to be found'downbelow',in thoseareaswhich
carrythe public'simagination,its secretdesiresandhiddenpassionsone could almost define such categoriesas socio-sentimental.
They
includekey phrases,sounds, images,attitudes,gesturesand signs,
infra-linguistic
categorieswhichareall the moredifficultto pin down
insofaras they escapedefinitionby the officiallanguage,and arenot
autonomousbut inseparablefromthe socialcontextwithinwhich a
givengroupattributesa specialsignificanceto them.At the sametime
these infra-linguistic
categoriesare ephemeral;as soon as language
intervenes,they give up thatterrainand re-formelsewhere.Slang,a
formof dress,a hairstyle,a motorcycleandaboveallmusic,thatmusic
which'means'nothing,areallthe expressionsof thatwhichcannotbe
put into rationaldiscourse- which is alwaysthe discourseof other
people.
Thesemeaningscannotbe manufactured,
cannotevenbe decoded.
Theprofessionalsof the recordindustryhaveto feelthemempathetically, to makethemresonate,in orderto be ableto returnthemto the
public.Thedistribution
of rolesandthe organisation
of workbetween
producers,authors,musiciansand technicians,as we have observed
it, aimschieflyatpreservinganddevelopingartisticmethodswhichact
as veritablemediatorsof publictaste,whileaccomplishing
a production job whichmustalso be technical,financialand commercial.Pop
music has been able to systematisethe very principleof its own
diversitywithinan originalmodeof production.Thecreativecollective,
a teamof professionalswho simultaneouslytakeoverall aspectsof a
popularsong's production,has replacedthe individualcreatorwho
composedsongs whichotherswouldthen play,disseminate,defend
or criticise.This team sharesout the variousroles which the single
creator once conjoined:artistic personality,musical know-how,
knowledgeof the publicand of the market,technicalproductionand
musicalexecutionhavebecomecomplementary
specialismsandskills
performedby differentindividuals.Thusthe finalproduct,consisting
of highlydisparateelementswhichcanbe consideredindividuallyand
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as a mixture,is thefruitof a continuousexchangeof viewsbetweenthe
variousmembersof the team; and the result is a fusion between
musicalobjectsand the needs of the public.
In accordancewith the way our own researchevolved,this article
willroughlyprogressfromthemusicalto thesocial;first,we sketchout
a 'formal'analysisof the pop songin whichit canbe seenthata song's
expressivevalue does not lie in its form and that a musicological
assessmentcannotexplainwhy certainsongsaresuccessfuland why
most othersfail. We will then tryto tracethe song backto its origins
andanalysethe roleplayedby the producerandhis relationshipwith
the singer;forit is the producervwhohas the taskof introducinginto
the recordingstudiothe earof the public,whoseverdicthaslittleto do
it is he who mustassesswhateffectthe
with technicalconsiderations;
songwillhaveon audiencesatlarge.Itis alsohe who musttryto 'draw
out' of the singerwhat the publicwants;and converselyto pave the
way forthe specialemotionalties whichbindthe singerto his public,
by himselfembodyingforthe singeran audiencewhichis as yet only
potential.It is for him that the singerwill try to fashionthe right
persona.This work of the professionals,which makespossiblethe
between singers and their auoperationof a transfer-mechanism
analysis:thereis here
diences,goes againstthe grainof musicological
no suchthingas the 'structure'of a song. Noneof the elementswhich
go into its creation,none of the dichotomieswhich the outside
observercan detect, are above the process of negotiation.Their
meaningvaries,wearsout orvanishes.Eachsongmodifiesby degrees
the basicmodel,whichdoes not existas an absolute.Thegimmickof
yesterdaysoonbecomestheboringtacticof today,as faras publictaste
is concerned.
If one wishes to analysepop music,one is alwaysled backto real
audiences,in the form of consumers;a pop song, which owes its
ephemeralexistenceto thepublicin thefirstplace,is onlysustainedby
that which gave it its substance from the start. But this selfconsumptionof the publicby the publicis not withoutcertaineffects;
what is stated does not take the form of self-contained,indefinite
repetition,but is inscribedin the blankspaceswithineverydaylife;it
expresseswhatcannotbe saidany otherway. Throughthe historyof
pop music,one canglimpsethe historyof thosewho haveno words,
justas feelingsthatcannotbe expressedotherwisefindtheirway into
the music.Thisadditionallayerof meaningshould,in fact,leadus to
* directeurartistique,here and throughoutthe article,is translatedby 'producer';even
functionsoverlapthose of the A & R man as
artistique's
though in France,the directeur
well as those of the producer(as those roles are understoodin Britainand the USA),
'producer'seems the nearest equivalent (ed.)
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invert our approach:we ought not to attemptto explain the success of
the music through sociology and social relations, but should instead
look to the music for revelations about unknown aspects of society.
Pop songs analysed?
Pop songs do not write their own history; they do not have a
ready-made place in history, nor do they make their own rules.
Probablybecause of their immediateimpacton the public through the
mass market,they have no need to justify their existence;they exist in
their own right, and their sales figures are the only claimto legitimacy
they need. They do not have to shelter themselves from the public by
invoking historical or aesthetic justifications.
There is no cause for complaint about this state of affairs, and no
need to rationalise what, for once, no one has as yet attempted to
transforminto a coherent and positive doctrine. In fact, we ought to
take the fullest advantage of this situation to analyse musical
production in the act of coming into being; it is a kind of production
which opens wide its doors, which is not in the least ashamed of its
tricks, which does not dress up in robes of a posterioriorthodoxy, the
constant heterodoxy of its operations; nor does anyone think of
clothing its haphazarddiscoveries in the uniformof musicalprogress.
The rejectionof a systematic reconstructiondoes not mean one has
no objectives. But these must be identified. Forif access to the process
of creationis no longer obstructedby the accumulationof rationalisations, the facile assumptions that these bring to one's first glance are
also absent. How can an observerassess the problems, orderthe more
or less organised facts which are before him, do more than
acknowledge the amazing efficiency of individual know-how, or
register the uninterrupted succession of 'hits' or the isolated fluke?
Must he give up the positivism of a constructedargument only to fall
into the dangers of haphazard subjectivity?
I would like to proceed in the opposite direction,startingoff with an
empiricaldescription of the pop song while remainingfree to criticise
subsequently any nascent positivism.
The raw materials
Themusic
A tune, lyrics and a singer: from the musical point of view, a vocal
melody with an accompaniment. These elements make up a very
limiting configurationas far as the genre is concerned. They exclude
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the effects of vocal polyphony, as well as pure instrumental
compositionand its virtuosicpossibilities.Themusicis subordinated
in the songto a singlemainpart:a sungmelodyof a simpletype,which
must have an accompaniment.
The tunes are tonal, rarelymodal.*The principalharmoniesare
familiar;the formdependson the juxtapositionbetweenan insistent
chorusand verses which provideprogression.Butthe simplicityof
these traditionalmusicalvariablesis misleading.Thesong is nothing
before the 'arrangement',and its creationoccursnot reallyat the
momentof its compositionbut farmoreat the momentof orchestration,recordingandsoundmixing.Theelements,withtheirsomewhat
classicalmusicalgrammar,arelookeduponchieflyas rawmaterialsto
be assembledalongwith the voice, the sound, the 'colours'and the
effectsof volumeanddensity.Therealmusicof the songhidesbehind
the melodyand gives it its meaning.The audienceonly noticesthe
melodyand thinksit is the tune itselfwhichit likes.
TheIyrics

Thepop song tellsa storyand commentson it in orderto provokein
listenersthe feelingsappropriate
to thatsong. At firstglance,one can
see thatit is a genrewhichborrowsfroma widevarietyof othergenres;
frompoetryit borrowsthe importanceand autonomyof certainkey
words,as well as theuse of metre,verseandrepetitiont;fromthelyric
theatreit borrowsthe singer'sdirectappealto his audienceto share
feelingsexpressedin the firstperson;butperhapsit owes mostto the
novelettein the way thatit almostinvariablytellsa story,set out in a
few words, concerning the relationshipbetween two or three
individuals.As one producerput it concisely,the pop song is 'a little
three-minutenovel',in whichdaydreamandrealitymergein a sortof
fairy-taleof love or of anonymousambitions.
A basicideais set out, elaboratedandconcluded.Itoftenreflectsthe
eternaloppositionbetweenrichand poor,betweenstrongandweak,
betweenthosewho areluckyand thosewho areunluckyin love, etc.
The story is conventional;in otherwordsit is familiarto the casual
listener and solidly anchoredin popularmythologythrough the
* The connotationsof modal tunes are too intense; they can be employed only within a
specific context where their evocative power createsthe appropriatetype of archaic,
pastoralor ceremoniousatmosphere.'Le bal des Laze'by MichelPolnareff,in which
the romanticismof a love punished by death is lamentedin a medieval dungeon, is
written in the aeolian mode.
+ In 'Jel'aimea mourir',forexample,a simpleeffectof repetitionin echo at the end of the
verse, finishingin 'ir',is enough forFrancisCabrelto achievea most pleasurableeffect
in an otherwise extremely simple song (see Ex. 1).
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intrigues and situations which that mythology holds dear. The
vocabularytakes on a particularsignificance:it is the words which
must give the text its originalitywhile remainingsimpleand easy to
memorise.

Thecharacter
Thepop singeris not an instrumentalist
who happensto havea vocal
technique,an interpreter-musician
at the serviceof a givenwork.He
himselfis partandparcelof the songwhichhe sings,in theformof the
'character'
he impersonates.Theconstructionand publicisingof this
character
arenotsolelya promotionjob,separatefromartisticcreation;
on thecontrary,thisworkis centralto thesong,whichis inconceivable
outsidethe associationbetweenthe lyrics,the musicand the singer.
The song can, fromthis pointof view, be comparedto the cinema;
likethe starin a popularmovie,the singermustbethe character
who
speaksin the firstpersonin the song, andnotjustactthe part.Instead
of creatinga rolelikethe stageactor,who will playit farbetterif he is
not takenin by thatrole,the singerhasto becomea character
in whom
are confusedthe singer'sown life historyand those life storiesof
whichhe sings.Theproduceris thereto remindhimof this;he makes
surethatthereis a linkbetweenthe singerandhis songs:the singer's
stagepersonalityemergesto the extentthatthe songswhichsuithim
best,andin whichhe is bestableto please,becomeclearlyestablished.
Themixture
These three elements (music,lyrics,character)are conceivedof as
empiricalmixturesbased on know-how,as ephemeralalloyswhich
cannotbe codified.Thesongis theresultoftheirarticulation
andis just
as empiricalandfugitive.As witha do-it-yourself
kit,therearetricksof
the trade in the creationof a song. But far from mechanising
production,theseretainthe subjectiverelationshipbetweenthe three
elements:eachappearsto relegatethe othertwo to the rankof effects
destinedto underlinethe third;but in actualfact,none of the three
could stand on its own. The success of the song depends on its
mobility:thelimitationsof themusic(toorepetitious),of thelyrics(too
trite),of the character(tooartificial),
areeachin turndisplacedby the
illusionthat the othertwo elementsare takingover when the third
growstoothin.Whenthemixtureis right,theingredientsenhanceone
anotherin a songwhichwillgo downwellwithaudiences,thoughthe
observerand at firsteven the producer,wouldbe hardput to analyse
what is so successfulabout each element. But beyond a certain
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thresholdof credibility,the public,hell-benton obtainingpleasure,is
readyto forgivethebanalitiesof a songwhichsucceedsin providingit.
The techniquesof the song
Musicalform

Musicis thefundamentalingredientin a song,givingit itsform.Inpop
songs, the choiceof tuneusuallyprecedesthatof the lyrics,whichwill
oftenbe alteredcompletelyin theprocessof adaptingthetwoelements
to one another.
The constructionof songs has becomesomewhatformalised.The
variouselementshave technicalnamesto whichproducersrefer:
The introduction.In a few bars, this serves both as a signal to the
listener,enablinghim to recognisethe song immediately,and as a
foretaste,makinghim want to listen to the rest. The 'intro'reveals
enough to suggest the mood:sound, rhythm,type, etc. It conceals
enoughto stimulatethe appetitewithoutbluntingit. Theobjectis to
use fragmentswhichcharacterise
therestof the song:a fewbarsof the
tune, a chord, a mixtureof timbres,a rhythmicpattern. . . In the
words of an experiencedproducer:
The introductionis merely an auralsignal which says: 'Watchit, fellows! Here
comes such and such a tune!' As a matterof fact, a song is almost made by the
introduction, which has nothingto do with the tune. It all depends on how
smart the orchestration is: one must admit that, very often, it is the
accompanimentwhich turns the song into a hit. I'm thinking of the song by
Caradec, for example, 'La petite fille'. Jean Musy's clever orchestration,very
light and very effective, played a big part.*

Or as one head of a largeinternationalfirmput it:
They reallyunderstood the trickbackin the heyday of Englishpop musicin the
sixties: 'The House of the Rising Sun', 'Satisfaction','A WhiterShade of Pale',
perhaps the biggest hits apartfromthose of the Beatles,all three made it on the
strength of their introduction. You remember the guitar arpeggios of the
Animals, the bass in 'Satisfaction',the Hammond organ in 'WhiterShade of
Pale' .

Thealternationbetweenversesand chorus.In the verses, whichare in a
fluid,recitative-like
style,the musicsubordinates
itselfto thelyrics,so
that the story can unfold. The chorus,on the other hand, is more
musicaland etches the tune in the memory,a tune whose regular
* Most of the quotations in this articlecome from interviews with producersor other
professionals in the record industry. More precise details of their sources are
mentioned only when relevant.
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repetition right through the song is expected and gives all the more
pleasure because it is eagerly awaited during the somewhat dull
verses. The arrangementunderlines this opposition by enriching the
chorus in a numberof ways: the addition of instrumentsabsent during
the verses, denser harmonicprogressions, the pointing up of a climax
whose resolution makes one ready for the calmof the following verse.
As faras musicalconstructionis concerned, a song typicallyopposes
a harmonicsequencein the verse (with short, constant rhythmicvalues
in the melody), and a marked harmonic cadencein the chorus (with
contrastedrhythmicvalues in the melody:held notes, quaverpatterns,
etc.). But the opposition can also be achieved through a variety of
means (see Exx. 1-4 for various verse-chorus constructions):modulation or allusion to closely related keys (e.g. the relative minor, see 'Je
l'aime a mourir', or the subdominant, see 'Les elucubrations
d'Antoine'); modulation by a third; opposition between minor and
major modes (see 'Arthur';also 'Neiges du Kilimandjaro'by Pascal
Danel); use of pedals in the verse (see 'Capri, c'est fini', where
throughout the verse chords with added sixths, fourths and ninths
simply embellish a repeated oscillationof the bass between dominant
and tonic);switching from compound to simple time (see 'Arthur'and
'Capri',the end of the chorus in both cases);or simply changing octave
or instrumentation(as in 'Capri'where the octave leap is underlined
by ascending strings and a fortissimo: this is also the principle of
'Aline' by Christophe, where the harmonies of the verse and the
chorus are identical).
To find the right balancebetween the chorus and the verses is vital
for the equilibrium(and the right perception) of a song:
I rememberthe number'De toi' by Lenorman,one of his firstsongs to do well.
The song was completed and I asked people to listen to it. It was a disaster!I
was really surprisedbecause I was almost sure that it was a good song. I went
over the sound mixing ten times, but each time the result was the same. I
couldn't understand it. And then, at one stage, I changed the constructionof
the song: it was the same song but differentlyconstructed;the chorus, which
came after a minute and a half of the song, we put right at the beginning. I
played the song again to people I knew and everyone loved it! Itwas the same
song, but they wouldn't even admit the fact!It's the little details which count!
The success of a song depends on the accumulation of minor details.
Sometimes the song is good, but it hasn't been thought out properly. Or else
there's just one thing which doesn't work, and if you can find out what that
one thing is, it changes everything.

Verseprogression.Musically speaking, a song consists of alternating
verses and chorus: the music of each verse being identical, it is up to
the lyrics to build up progressionthrough actions which interconnect.
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Example1. FrancisCabrel,'Jel'aimea mourir'
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Example 2. Antoine, 'Les elucubrations d'Antoine'
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Example 3. Boris Vian, 'Arthur'
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Ex 3. cont
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Example4. Herve Vilardand MarcelHurten, 'Capri,c'est finis'
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Ex 4. cont
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It is 'in opposition', 'out of phase', with the music, insofaras musically
the listener is eager to hear the chorus, during which the music
'explodes', while the lyrics induce a desire to hear subsequent verses,
since they, not the chorus, tell the listener what happens next. But a
good arrangement can also, in the background, build up different
verses upon their identical tune, stressing musically the scenic
progression which takes place. By varying the orchestrationand the
texture, the same tune will alternate from cheerfulness to sadness,
from serenity to tension. In the same fashion, the chorus will be
stressed to varying degrees as the song proceeds.
Theconclusion.The last verse, which puts an end to the tension by
proclaimingthe conclusion of the action, leads up to the final chorus,
whose ultimate function quite naturally issues from its repetitive
character.Pop songs often end, anyway, by fading out the sound on a
repeated'loop':one cannot end a dream, 'full-stop',just like that. This
moment is often underlined by means of a rise in key of a semitone

Theproductionof success
without any harmonic transition (see for example 'Capri, c'est fini',
which refuses to come to an end).
Creatingthe music
The melody. Though listeners often believe that they pay explicit
attention only to the melody and the words, the formerdoes little to
give musical ideas any form, preferringrather a kind of neutralityexcept in cases where the melody itself is meant to evoke a particular
style. The songs given in Examples 1-4 show that in general a single
rhythmic and a single melodic design are enough to generate verses,
which are then developed through harmonic sequence. Balance,
malleability, simplicity: everything happens as though the visible
surface element, the melody, and the underlying groundwork that
gives it its affective dimension were complementary. In fact the
melody is merely a neutral support which the listeners can memorise
and reproduce easily, but which is not in itself of significance. A
chance idea or two that catch the imaginationsuffice. Fromthis fragile
motif, the arrangementhas to provide the musicalvalue of the song, all
the while remaining in the background. The final product revealed
during the performancewill superimpose both elements; the familiar
form of the melody will be brightenedup a thousandfold. The listener
perceives the support and its illumination simultaneously. Lateron,
when he whistles the melody by itself, thinking it is that which gives
him pleasure, little does he realise that it is in fact the accompaniment
which, even though forgotten as such, gives intensity to the
recollection of the melody. And this is all the more true because the
process takes place unknown to the whistler, and because his
imagination has a clear field in which to animate as it pleases the
musical values submerged in his unconscious.
Therhythmsection('LaBase').As in jazz, this groups together all the
non-sustaining instruments in order to lay down the tempo and the
chord changes: bass, drums, keyboardsand rhythmguitars. This kind
of instrumentaltexture, based on the opposition between a rhythmicharmonic pulsation and fairly autonomous melodic voices comes
directly from the influence of jazz. But more generally speaking the
same principle is found in most popular musical styles, both those
which still function as dances (tangos, waltzes, etc.) and older ones
which do not (minuet, branle, bourree, gigue . . .). This manner of
appealing directly to body movement, separating the beat and the
melody in order to have them knock against each other- which swing
music carried to an extreme - clearly sets these musical styles in
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opposition to the continuous and increasing integration of elements
typical of classical music.
It is often said that the Frenchwere the kings of the bourree;it is not true,
because the bourreehas quite a complex rhythm of Greekorigins that comes
from ancient Occitania.*In fact, for us it is simply the branle!The Frenchreact
to the tum, tum, tum . . . like that. Truly Breughel!You know, disco has
become a success in Francemuch quickerthan in the USA. Cerrone,Village
People, all that is by French producers. (An independent producer)

Without accepting this anthropomorphic interpretation at face
value, one should nevertheless note that when speaking of this
rhythmic-harmonic'base',professionalsinsist on its animal, physical,
primitive aspect. Its elements are described in physiological rather
than musical terms. They are essentially concernedwith finding a beat
and a 'sound' that can evoke a visceralreaction, a blend that finds in
the listener a fundamental, irresistiblebody resonance.
differencebetween the Anglo-Saxonand Latininner
There is a morphological
ears. This can easily be felt, for example, in the way the Americansand the
Frenchmix the same song; in Francewe put in much more voice than in an
Americanrecord.The innerearhas been conditionedby the musicpeople have
been hearingfor generations.Between town and countryit is much the same,
the people are not sensitive to the same sounds. Theearreflectsan entiresocial
group, an entirecountry!(A young producerspecialisingin highly commercial
songs, a former singer himself)

Orchestral'backing'('hablllage').This groups together the sustaining
instruments, brass and strings, whose function is to draw counterpoints between the melody and the rhythm sections, in order to tone
down their opposition, which otherwise would be too sharp. Here,
pop music diverges from the spirit of jazz, where this tension is
developed to an extreme. 'Backing'does not exist at all in small jazz
combos and is limitedin full orchestrasby the absenceof stringsand by
a very rhythmickind of writing for the brasssections. The factthat pop
music is orchestrated does not bring the style any closer to that of
classical music. True to the spirit of pop, the orchestrationdisguises
the underlying constructionof songs behind familiarappearancesand
brings together superimposedelements which underneathretaintheir
separate functions, instead of stimulating their integration. It draws
the ear towards decorativeelements superfluous to the development
of the song. It is as if the song were not meant to be consciously
perceived, so that it might get through to the listener unawares.
While the 'base'should be in a strict, consistent style so as not to
detractfrom the rhythmictreadof the harmoniesand the pungency of
* see footnote on p. 183 below.
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the timbres, the 'backing' is, on the contrary, the favoured field for
borrowing from other styles (especiallyfromclassicalmusic), for tricks
of arranging, for varied effects and combinations, through which the
talented arrangerconstantly directs the attention here and there, only
to slip away and attractit elsewhere. One of these effects in particular
is so systematised it has been given a special name: the gimmick,a little
dash of spice without any relation to the melody, a 'trick' that
decorates the song and accentuates its individuality. It may be a
rhythm, or a little instrumental solo, which keeps coming back,
unnoticed as such, but which sticksin people's minds, bringinga smile
whenever it crops up, and as a result making the whole song
memorable. One example, almost too obvious to be considered the
ideal gimmick, occurs in WilliamSheller's 'Oh!J' cours tout seul' (I'm
running all alone), where a saxophone (unusually) insinuates brief
solos between the phrases, its discreetly suave melismas complementing the more rhythmic, single-chord style of the vocal.
It's the little thing; if you take all of Sheila'srecordsyou will see that it is used
systematically.I've seen how Carreredid it: first, he took a very, very simple
rhythm, and from the start he gave it a particularsound; then he added two
effects in the middle of the song - what we call the gimmickin our jargonwhich arejust nice surprises,like a prettyribbonarounda package.These have
nothing to do with the melody, they are two little effects that cross each other,
meet each other, and which we are glad to hear each time. That's very
importantfor a song. We find the song pretty, but it is pretty only because of
this little effect. It is like sugar . . . But most of the time it is completely
unconscious. (An experienced producer)

These 'fills', as they are also called, are not only decorative:they in
fact fill in the acousticspace, making it more or less dense, clear,
spacious. It is this which underlines the constructionof the song; it is
more importantthan the notes themselves or the passing harmonies,
which are chosen from a very limited vocabulary.When the arranger
tries to realise the wishes of the producer, he has to translateideas of
progression, of question, tension, mystery, opening, into musical
techniques: choice of instruments and registers, range of tessitura,
density of texture, doublings, sound clarity, articulationsof the form
by means of vocal harmonies in the background, or alternativelyby
having a solo line emerging in the foreground. This work on the
volume and the grainof the acousticspace correspondsneitherto composition itself nor to orchestration,as these exist in classicalmusic. It
lies ratherin between the two and is what carriesthe real'musicalideas'.
The problem of the musical idea is the same one we find in more
elaboratecompositions, where it is to be found neither in an 'evoked'
extrinsic commentary (little birds or wheat fields for Beethoven's
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'Pastoral' Symphony, for example) nor in the 'objective' musical
relations which analysis of the works is supposed to reveal:
modulations, dissonances, resolutions, etc. The musical idea is
actually the operation that associates the two, restoring meaning to
musical objects, inexpressive in themselves, by means of unexpected
usage. Such an understanding of musical meaning, which denies the
autonomy of musicalobjectson the one hand, and that of the universe
of feelings on the other, in order to unite within the musical signifier
the two terms of pleasure- the subjectand the law of the musicalcode
- is, in general, infinitely more difficult (though much more
convincing) than the inexpressive virtuosities of formal analysis, or
arbitraryfootnotes about the composer's emotional and philosophical
universe ('eternity' in Mozart . . .). There cannot be any form or
content until form and content are brought together in a musical
figure, which was in fact what all musical formulasused to be before
being integrated, with a univocal meaning, into musical grammar:
think of the metaphorical scope of terms such as grace-notes,
suspension, leading note, interruptedcadence, not to speak of rests.
This type of analysis is fertile but complex in classical, 'learned'
music, where the integrated language abolishes isolated effects. Pop
music, on the contrary, allows us in a way to see how musical
association functions on a crude level, each 'idea', quite simple, being
immediately 'realised' by the appropriate musical effect, while the
musical grammaris developed elsewhere, in a silent and well-known
mode, from which nobody expects anything. The same is true for the
lyrics, which often present certain effects on the crudest level- for
instance, rhyming of the type metro- boulof - dodo (subway - job sleep, rhyming of 'o'). For extreme examples, see 'Animal,on est mal'
(Animal, we're in bad shape) by GerardManset, or the vocabulary
effects of Alain Souchon, in 'Allo, maman, bobo' (Hello, mummy,
boo-boo).
From this point of view, pop music refuses solutions to formal
problems cast in terms of the internalmake-upof musicalparameters,
preferringto search for an empiricalbalance in the resulting sounds.
Specificto modern pop, this kind of compositionnecessitates a varied
and original competence, centred around the role of the arranger.
White jazz orchestrasof the 1920S and 30s, and Hollywood film music
provide perhaps the only direct precursorsof this new musical craft.
Creatingthe Iyrics
The'story'.The best way of characterisingthe 'idea' of a song (bearing
in mind that here, more than anywhere, diversityand constantchange
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are the rule) would probably be to say that it must bridge the gap
between current events and timeless myths. This is how one must
interpret comments like 'It's always the same song, but with new
clothing each time.' The story itself often tends to be timeless and
mythic, especially as regardslove, and it is the choice of words which
brings in a contemporaryperspective.
One producer of very popular songs asserts that 'Eversince people
started making records it's always been the same song. It's a song of
love, with situations that all sound alike, but with differentwords, and
a different way of putting them together each time.' But that is not
always true: a song like 'Allez les Verts!' ('Come on the Greens',
referring to the green jerseys of Saint Etienne's football team), uses
sport to give a contemporaryslant to the expressionof old-established,
nationalist, communal feelings. The privileged theme is nonetheless
the immemorial give-and-take between the pleasure and sorrow of
love. Just for fun I counted those songs explicitly containing in their
titles the words 'amour'(love), 'amoureux'(in love) or 'aimer'(to love),
and their various translationsand forms, among the 786 entries in the
French hit-parade between April 1973 and October 1977. The result
was 96 titles, or more than 12 per cent. There is, clearly, a thematic
coherence among: 'Je t'aime' (I love you) by Johnny Halliday, 'Je
t'aime, je t'aime' (I love you, I love you) by Joe Dassin, 'Maisje t'aime'
(But I love you) by MarieLaforet,'Commeje t'aime' (How I love you)
by C. Michel, 'Je t'aime, tu vois?' (I love you, you see?) by Daniel
Guichard, 'Et pourtantje t'aime' (And yet, I love you) by Santiana,'Je
t'aime a la folie' (I love you madly)by Serge Lama,'Tusais, je t'aime'(I
love you, you know) by Shake, 'Mais,bon sang, je t'aime'(But,bloody
hell, I love you) and 'Jet'aimeun peu trop' (Ilove you a little too much)
by Shuky and Aviva, 'Ne raccrochepas, je t'aime' (Don't hang up, I
love you) by KarenCheryl, 'Si tu savais combienje t'aime'(Ifyou knew
how much I love you) by Christian Adam, 'Tu m'appartiens et je
t'aime' (Youbelong to me and I love you) by ChristianDelagrange, or,
in English, 'I love you because' by Michel Polnareff, or even 'De je
ttaimeen je ttaime'(Fromone I love you to another)by ChristianVidal.
There were just as many entries for the other tenses, persons, and
modes of the verb, 'to love', and even more for the word 'love' itself. If
we include titles that are clearly related ('Toiet moi' (You and me) by
Ringo, 'Fou de toi' (Crazy about you) by Kenji Sawada, 'Passionnement' (Passionately) by Daniel Gerard, 'Juste un petit baiser' aust a
little kiss) by Romeo, 'Viens te perdre dans mes bras' (Come and lose
yourself in my arms) by FredericFransois, 'Un ocean de caresses' (An
ocean of caresses)by A. Sullivan,and a hundred others), but which fail
to use the word 'love' directly, it becomes clear that pop songs are
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above all love songs - even if it is only to say, with Eddy Mitchell,'Jene
sais faireque l'amour'(Theonly thing I know how to do is make love),
or to deny it, as in Daniel Guichard's'Jeviens pas te parlerd'amour'(I
haven't come to speak to you about love).
An encounter, then a separation,and so on ad infinitum. The stage
is set, the action builds up until the shedding of a little tear 'which the
publicloves', things are in the end resolved by a smallvictory, a return
to the status quo or by the hero recovering himself. It is not the
intention of this article to go into the structuralanalysis of lyrics, as
Propp has done for the folktale (Propp 1970), nor to extract
hypothetical'audiemes'analogous to Barthes's'gustemes' for cooking
(Barthes1975).Nevertheless a quickanalysisof a few typicalsituations
brings out a major part of the 'ideas' in pop music. The underlying
mythic themes are ambivalent, lending themselves equally well to
submission or revolt, desire or hostility, according to the identifications and projections of the listener: nationalism versus exoticism MichelSardou, nostalgicfor colonialFrance,cleverlyblends the two in
'Le France'(the name of the liner) or in 'Le temps des colonies' (The
colonial era), while to the very French'Allez les Verts' is opposed the
of KenjiSawada's'Monamour,je viens du bout du monde'
Japonaiserie
(My love, I've come from the end of the earth). Notice all the English
pseudonyms aohnny Hallyday, Dick Rivers, Eddy Mitchell, Shake,
Sheila B. Devotion, Plastic Bertrand)and the unpredictable,periodic
success of songs with far-offand mysterious-soundingreferences:'Les
neiges de Kilimandjaro'(The snows of Kilimandjaro)by PascalDanel,
'Capri, c'est fini' (Capri,it's all over) by Herve Villard, 'Le sud' (The
south) by Nino Ferrer, and 'L'ete indien' (Indian summer) by Joe
Dassin. We also find romanticlongings side by side with a complacent
acceptanceof love's deceptions - ever since 'Chagrind'amour'(Love's
sorrow)or 'Ne me quitte pas' (Don't leave me) or 'Capri,c'est fini', the
emotion surrounding a break-up has always appealed: Johnny
Hallyday's 'A l'hotel des coeurs brises' (At broken heart hotel), 'Le
telephone pleure' (The telephone is crying) by Claude Fransois,
'Adieu, sois heureuse' (Adieu, be happy) by A. Sullivan, 'Premier
baiser, premiere larme' (First kiss, first tear) by J. Regane, etc.
Alongside ambitionsfor money, power, success, one finds echoed the
tranquillityof the hobo, pity forthe 'down-and-outs',sympathyfor the
loser. Respect for the law and hatredfor the police also get along very
well together. Thisambivalentattitudeexplainshow differentsongs so
easily change the position of the 'I' from positive to negative, varying
the dominant emotion. But it is always on the dreams, the desire for
revenge, the hatred and the resignation of the unwanted, the
dominated (or, as Leo Ferresays, 'les paurresgens') that this centres.
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This kind of content analysis leaves out the most important thing,
namely, what is done with the content, both during the production
and during the performance itself- and it is this which makes the
difference. Suffice it to say that the story told is doubly familiarto the
listening public:through the basic situationpresented and through the
contemporaneityof the people who play the roles. The story is to the
lyrics what the melody is to the arrangement:it is to the story that
listeners direct their attention, in order to put themselves in the place
of the protagonist, the 'I', without noticing all the work it took to make
that identification desirable and plausible for the listener, that is, the
care given to the choice of words, to their relationshipwith the music
and the characters, and to the contemporary detail. Conventional
simplicity and ancient wisdom: that is the formula for the story.
Thewords.More than the story itself, which is quite simple, its only
constraint being its plausibility vis-a-vis the singer, it is the wording
that is the real problem for the composer and the producer. All their
attention will be directedtowards finding the rightstyle and especially
the right choice of words by successive (and often numerous)
rewritings. The problem is that here again one must disguise one's
intentions beneath familiareveryday language and constructthe song
as much outside the text as through it.
'The words must be simple and direct, but not cliches.' They must
apply to current problems, to today's ambiance, to what people are
talking about, without being worn out by use. One must somehow
conform but in a hip way so that the power to stimulate people's
imaginations has not been exhausted. Since the concern is less with
developing a theme than with makingallusions to it through particular
expressions, the vocabulary soon becomes outdated, like current
events in the daily papers.
'The moment when a recordcomes out is very important.In 1968,*
for example, there was a period when it was absolutely ridiculous to
put out a record; everything became irrelevant, outdated . . .' Lyric
writing reminds one of a patchworkquilt, made up of quotations cut
out individually, often quite out of context, frompartiallyremembered
memories whose immediaterelevanceto the text can be quite tenuous.
(This kind of quotation can go back quite far:in one song, Dave sings
'Du cote de chez Swann' (the title of Proust's book).) When Eric
Charden sings 'L'ete s'ra chaud, l'ete s'ra chaud, dans les tee-shirts,
dans les maillots;l'ete s'ra chaud, l'ete s'ra chaud, d'la Cote d'Azur a
Saint Malo!'(The summer will be hot, in teeshirts, in bathing suits, the
* referringto the evenements of May 1968.
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summer will be hot, from the Cote d'Azurto St Malo), the effect seems
even to come from the very absence of any link between the song's
contents and the slogan it evokes (a slogan of May 1968,when students
demonstrated, singing 'Hot, hot, hot, the spring-time will be hot!').
Similarly, in 'Je l'aime a mourir' (I love her so much I could die) by
FrancisCabrel,where we are told that 'She had to fight in all the wars
of life . . . and to make love too', the end of the sentence seems to be
there only to bring up the association war-love which people
remember from the slogan 'Make love not war', but which has no
relevanceto the song (see Ex. 1). The word-quoteis sometimes only an
acknowledgement of current fashionable slang, as in, 'Tu me fais
planer' (You send me) by Michel Delpech and 'ga plane pour moi'
(Things are really far out with me) by PlasticBertrand,'Jesuis bidon'
(I'm nothing special) by Alain Souchon, 'Mon vieux' (My old man) by
Daniel Guichard, or even, for the older generation, 'Mes emmerdes'
(My hassles) by Charles Aznavour. It can make a direct allusion to a
topic of currentinterest:'Pasbesoin d'educationsexuelle' (No need for
sex education) by Julie Bataille, or even 'Le zizi' (nickname for the
genitals) by Pierre Perret. But most often it is used to relay or echo
certain social themes in a more general way. Thus, feminism gave
new life to the word 'woman' which suddenly startedappearingin the
song titles of several female singers ('Ces femmes' (Those women) by
Nicole Croisille, 'Une femme' (A woman) by Jeane Manson, 'Les
femmes' (Women) by Sheila, 'Femme est la nuit' (Woman is night)
by Dalida) and also in Nougaro's 'Femmes et famines' (Women and
famines).
The meaning of words depends less on theirorganisationin the text
than on the social context they evoke in absentia. 'There are no
"trends" in pop music; it just follows the evolution of society',
accordingto a producerwho is involved with singers of quite different
styles (Dave, Lenorman,Alain Chamfort. .). Butpop also expressesthis
evolution of society, and in doing so is not so passive after all.
Nevertheless, the idea of an absence of voluntarism, of claims to
autonomy, in favour of listening to what society as it is has to say is
fundamentalto pop music. 'Youmust never follow fashions!To be "in
fashion" is a great error. When you follow a fashion, you're already
behind it' (Gilbert Becaud). Or, for a young producer of highly
commercialsongs,
You have to imagine what the public will like three or four months fromnow,
when the recordcomes out. Not to forgetthe otherrecordsthat could come out
with something new, musically or otherwise, and in doing so outdate your
record!You often see three or four records come out practicallyat the same
time which are trying to get at the same thing, exploiting the same idea,
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something that was in the air. Generally,of course, only one makes it and the
others flop!

Such success hinges on the lightness of the implicit.One must avoid
words with too obvious a connotation, or with a single meaning, or
with over-strongeffects which tend to replacethe allusion by the issue
itself. One has to write in an 'open' style. Only Sardou can dare to say
'They've got the oil, but that's all' (referringto Arab countries).
This obligationto be simple does not guaranteea lyricwill be good: it
might have the necessary familiarity,be related to everyday events,
and yet be lackingin appeal. Once again, it is through the selection of
words that the appeal must be made; certain key words, in contrast
with the obviousness of the other words, which are like tiny reservoirs
briefly holding the social significations of the moment, function as
pure signifiers: mysteriously, they have an autonomy of their own
within the meaning of the text, and are selected for the way they ring,
for the expressive power which gives them their opacity;they have to
engage the imagination of the listener, and at the same time effect a
sort of disengagement from the everyday words of the text, so that the
role of dream can be given full play. These unexpected metaphorical
turns of phrase interruptthe unfolding of the text, giving one a shiver
of pleasure, in a way very similarto the effect of the musical'gimmick'.
There is a clear example of this double function in one of Dave's
songs: 'Tantqu'il y aura'(As long as there are [sun in the sky, cows in
the fields, birds in the sky . . .]). Against a backgroundwhich evokes
ecological themes, though of course without naming them or
discussing them head-on, there suddenly emerges the expression
'sorcerer's apprentice', more hermetic and belonging neither to the
context of the song nor to that of its theme, yet maintainingan intuitive
connection with them. It imprints itself on the memory and pins
together the melody and the lyric.
This opposition between word-quotes,
which enrich the context, and
keywords,which serve as metaphors, is obviously less clear-cutin the
case of the work of 'artistic' singer-songwriters (chansons'a texte'),
where, for reasons of poetic ambition, there is more integration of
formulae and images. But the principleof putting 'punch' in songs by
means of striking images and evocative phrases remains the rule in
lyrics which must be sung and therefore have to be very short and
interspersed with choruses. The 'new-wave French song' created by
author-composer-singers who are more sensitive to their lyrics,
provides such examples as FrancisCabrel's'Jedois clouer des notes a
* one of the best-selling singers in France, well-known for his right-wing views and
approval of 'silent majority'themes.
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mes sabotsde bois'(Imustnailsomenotesto mywoodenclogs),or,in
LaurentVoulzy's'Lecoeurgrenadine'(Pomegranate
heart),'J'ailaisse
dans une mandarinelUnecoquille de noix bleu-marine'(I left a
navy-bluewalnut shell in a tangerine).In 'Nous', sung by Herve
Vilard,the textbouncesfromflashesof originalityto(liches:IUneclat
de rire en plein coeur'(a peal of laughterstraightfromthe heart),
quatrerayonsotes au soleil'(foursunbeamstakenfromthe sun).
Thestyle.Thestyleadaptsitselfto thevocabulary
whichis used andto
the singer,ratherthan existingfor its own sake. It has only certain
limited means of its own with which it can underlinea song's
construction,whichis quiteindependentof it:repetitions(topointup
contrasts between verses and chorus);rhymes (to help in the
punctuationof the musicalperiods),etc. Itsroleis moreimportantin
the contextof the story-line,to placethe characters
andevenmorethe
imaginarynatureof the drama.The frequentuse of the directstyle
where,forexample,the II'addressesitselfto the Iyou',even thoughit
is obvious from the lyrics that the Iyou' in questionis far away,
instantlygivesthesongtheformof a fantasy,of a daydreamin whicha
characterspeaksaloudto someonewho is not there.Thedirectstyle
not only enablesthe listenerto identifywiththe heroof the song and
allowsforthe directexpressionof feelings,it alsoinvitesthe audience
to put itselfin the situationof the dreamer;the song is dreamlikein
naturenot onlybecauseof its content,whichdescribesa situationand
proposesan imaginaryrevengeagainsta cruelbeloved;it is firstand
foremost,and morediscreetly,the style whichinvitesthe listenerto
hearthe song as Inatural',
as thoughit representedhis own fantasies.
The versification.In this way the style makesthe lyricsembracethe
actionof the song. Butthe stylemustalsofit the musicandthe main
character.Intheworldof popmusic,it is prettymeaninglessto sayof a
lyricthatit is good:it is onlyonepieceof thejigsawpuzzleandmustbe
judgednot on its own meritsbut on the way it fits in with the other
pieces, both distinctfrom them and at the same time completely
dependenton them. Producersoftenassertin a somewhatemphatic
fashion:IThereis onlyone textfora tune,andonlyone tuneto whicha
textcanbe sung*'Or,as the singermightputit:IIt'sa mistaketo think
thata songis a poem.A songwriteris nota poet.Thismeansthatwhen
I'm given some lyrics for a song without the music, I'm just not
interested.I can'tjudge the words withoutthe music.' (Dave)An
experiencedproducergoes into greaterdetail:IUnlikecertainother
formsof expression,songsarea compositegenre:a songis madeup of
wordsandmusic,certainwordsfora certainmusicandnoneother.
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It's like cooking or like magic: if it doesn't work, there's nothing you
can do about it.'
For the music, what mattersmost is the versification:verbalaccents
must coincide with musical stresses (see Ex. 5, where words and music
rise together to reach the word 'enfant'andfallagainto 'main'),or else
their displacement must be knowingly handled (see Ex. 6, where the
accent, displaced from 'crie' to 'crie', coincides with a 'blue' note,
between G:t:and GW,on which the chorus culminates and the voice
emits the 'too much sorrow' of the next phrase). The importantwords
must coincide with the musical high-points, the density of the text
with that of the music, etc. Buteven more than in these technicalways,
the association between lyrics and tune must rest on a succession of
converging associations which are able to link the one to the other
through analogous images or 'colours'.The text must express in some
way what the music says already. If it is the other way round, the
listener will rejectit. He will recall only the tune of a song if the right
words have not been 'found', whereas he will memorise both words
and music if the lyrics are 'good'. This relationship calls for many
alterations, for progressive, empirical adaptations according to the
results. 'For "La primavera" with Gigliola Cinquetti, I had nine
different lyrics. I had already recorded one text out of the six which I
had selected at the beginning. I didn't like it. I took the tape back to
Italy, and re-recorded over there . . . I think it's the only way to go
about it.'
Songwriters, composers and producers need the 'public's ear' for
this task. It may be true, as they often claim, that there are no written
rules, no infallibletricksto guaranteethe success of the equation, that
you need intuition, quickness of judgement and feeling rather than
any theories out of a book. Butthis does not mean that such a talentis a
gift from Heaven or that it defies analysis. It does requirea certainform
of sensitivity, a knack for grasping that what words and music say
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depends less on their internalpropertiesthan on the way they call up
social meanings. This type of awareness as to which words and
musical phrases are pregnant with meaning at any given time stems
more from personal experience than from any formal learning. It
relates to what a person is rather than to what he knows. The good
professionalis someone who in his own life has felt the meanings held
in common by his audience and whose experienceenables him to seize
upon them before their manipulationblunts their significance.
This intuitive knowledge of public meanings (valeurs-pour-le-public)
is even more necessary when it comes to the creation of a singer's
'persona' and its relationship to the music and the lyrics which, in a
sense, it 'caps'. It is at this level that, through his relationshipwith the
singer, the part played by the producer is decisive.
Creatingthepersona
A voice. When looking for new singers, producers do not judge a
candidateby his repertoire- they will build it up from scratchanyway
- nor, initially,by his technicalskills- these can be tinkeredwith. What
they do try to recognise first and foremost, and to single out wherever
possible, is a 'voice'.
Thatvoice, as they conceive of it, is from the startan element with a
double meaning, physiological and psychological. It will be the basis
for the relationship which must be established between the singer's
persona and his songs. Having a 'voice' in pop music terms does not
mean possessing a vocal technique or systematicallymastering one's
vocal capacities. Instead, a voice is an indicationof one's personality.
'Personally, I prefer a singer who is marvellouslyhimself in front of a
mike even if possibly he sings . . . I won't say exactlyout of tune, but
not absolutely in tune either . . . ratherthan a singer whose pitch is
perfect but who stays cold, like a choral singer, and who doesn't
project anything' (an independent producer who specialises in the
teeny-bopper market). When singers practise a lot and take singing
lessons, they do so mainly in order to develop their staminafor going
on stage and to learn how to sing without straining their voice.
Working on their sound might well make them lose their originality
even if they did gain in proficiency.
Whatcounts is having an interestingsound which attractsattention:
inflections, accents and a way of expression which is immediately
recognisable. One producer's criterion is that 'something has to
happen even on a "la-la-la"'.In other words, it is not the voice for its
own sake that matters but its expressive power. The producerlistens
out for what the infinite nuances of a particularvoice have to say, in
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order gradually to find coherent translations on other levels: music,
lyrics, record-sleeve, etc.
It is at this first moment of contact more than at any other that the
producer assesses the singer for what he is, quite apart from any
self-awareness or any technique he might have and regardlessof what
he can do already. To speak of the singer's inner self, as contained in
his voice, does not imply any reductive psychologism nor any
unilateral stress on the individual; on the contrary,the details of his
personal history, which has made him what he is, will mean nothing to
the public unless they referto a certainsocial condition, at a conscious
or an unconscious level. 'Eachstaris a completely stereotyped product
which corresponds to a persona . . . Take Le Forestier:he's exactly
what young people are today, nice rebels in clean blue jeans' (a
promotions assistant).
By way of illustration, it is interesting to note that, in terms of this
single element, the voice, in Frenchpop songs, one can see coming to
the surface the ancient dichotomy between the Oc and the Oil
tongues;*a great majorityof France'ssingers areof Occitanianorigins,
and have thus given what is thought of as Frenchpop music a quite
distinct phrasing and vocal type.
An image. On the visual level, the singer's appearance, the way he
moves and stands, the way he dresses, all have a function of
expression analogous to that of his voice. He must intrigue us, compel
our attention, make us want to get to know him just on the strength of
his appearance. 'Mike Brant could not go unnoticed. Anyone who
caught a glimpse of him wanted to know who he was. Though he was
very reserved, his personality was very forceful. It emanated from
him. That's what star quality is about:being a guy people turn to look
at in the street even though they don't know him.' (His former
producer)
A star's 'magnetism' must exist, if only in embryonic form, before
success comes and before he learns those techniques which will aid his
development. This first impression is the foundation of the image
which the singer will construct for his public. But perhaps the
comparison between image and voice stops here: in a song, as in real
life, the voice is less deceptive than the physical appearance, more
revealing of the true personality, cannot be manipulated at will as
easily as can the externalappearance.It is the voice first and foremost
which conveys a singer's authenticity, sometimes through a raw and
* Occitaniawas the ancient kingdom of southern France(roughlysouth of the Loire).
The Frenchspoken there was the languedsOc,thatin the north, the languedsOil.Some
Occitan dialects are still spoken.
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bitterquality over which he has no control(having a hSarsh,crackedor
rasping voice has never stopped anyone from becoming a singer; on
the contrary,think of Adamo and Aznavour). His image, on the other
hand, which is easier to 'polish', has the opposite function:it serves as
a pleasing, seductive or amusing faJcadewhich conceals under a
familiar and neutral aspect the unacknowledged source of the pop
star's appeal.
One can make analogies here with the complementaryroles played
by melody and arrangementin a song. Muchmorethan with the voice,
certain rules prevail and are standard practice when it comes to
constructing the singer's physical image: tricks of dress, make-up,
hair-do, lighting. Around the singer's gaze, which remains more
authentic, an image is organised, quite superficial and contrived,
which reassures fans that their idol correspondsto the usual canons of
physical beauty. Singers who do not have 'the face that fits the job'
have just as hard a time selling as those who sing 'out of character'.
When Claude-MichelSchonbergsang 'Le premierpas' (The first step), which
was a super song, he didn't appearon TV until about three months later. He
had alreadysold a lot of records.On the very day he appearedon TV, his sales
dropped, as he had expected. People were disappointed;they had imagined
what he'd look like from the voice, from the song. The day they saw him, the
face didn't fit at all! (His producer)

This image is built up throughout the productionphase - promotion,
TV spots, the teen press, shows, posters, etc. Butit takes shape most of
all with the design of the record-sleeve, the overall conception of
which is usually the producer's. Apart from the fact that the record
cover forges the link which will consolidatethe singer's image, it must
also convey what makes the song special, while avoiding literalimages
and too obvious effects.
A 'history'.The singer's real life-storyis the source of the meaningfulness of his voice and his image. But, just like them, it is reconstructed
accordingto the way it is projectedvisually, verballyand musicallyin
his songs. In the early stages, it tends to comprise the succession of
unspoken difficultieswhich led the candidateto become a singer in the
first place, which have forged his special personalityand which have
made him turn for help to the producer,in obtainingfor him the ear of
a public. This mediation, by the singer/producerrelationship,between
the singer's real life-storyand his public is not just a matterof theory:
those involved themselves value it intensely, sensing as they do that
success depends on the result of this transfermechanism.
As far as the singer's life-story is concerned, even more than the
other elements of song production,one cannot speak of technique, of a
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musicology of pop music, even in the most general sense. Everything
gets mixed up during the discovery/production of the singer's
performingpersonality. He must be able to express himself on stage in
a role which, while obeying a precise set of show-business rules, is
genuinely 'true to life'. It is that 'truth' which will be heard by the
public, which will enable his audience to identify with him and which
will bring him success. It is by reformulatinghis personal problems,
but within the social fratrleworkof pop music, as recognised by the
public, that the singer becomes human in the eyes of an audience
which knows exactlyhow to decipherthe language of stars. 'Itisn't the
song which must give the singer personalitybut the singer who must
give personality to the song.' The use of artifice allows him to
rediscover his natural self; the tinsel of his romanticised biography
gives him a base for talking about his life.
Some youngsters sing what we callcorn, in otherwords any old thing:but they
sing it with such sincerity that it moves people! Others try to sing more
complicated things because they don't want to aim for the teeny-bopper
market,that sort of thing, and it doesn't work because they aren'tsincere. It's
not what's really in their hearts. (A producer who himself makes highly
successful singles)

The mediation (or rather the mass-mediation)which pop music
introduces between the social truth of a singer and the public's desire
to identify is probablythe chief task of the producer.And it is precisely
this vital mechanism which most eludes technical description - in
terms of conscious methods of manufacture and autonomous
know-how, artisticelaborationor tricksof the trade. On the contrary,it
is a gradualprocess which has to let itself be invaded by outside social
forces of every sort; it is these forces which dictate in effect the
language of pop music: the combinationof words, sounds and images
through which the public loves its idols. The singer's persona is - right
down, often, to almost the finest nuances, without which something
sounds false- the collectiveprojectionof the singer'srealityand that of
the public on the screen of pop music. A cliche, perhaps, but a social
cliche full of meaning, full of actuality, which alone provokes public
recognition and through that the lasting success of the singer:
Caradec's career has constant ups and downs, which means something is
wrong somewhere. As faras I'mconcerned,he is an artistwho when he's got a
commercialsong- and I don't mean to sound pejorative- is going to sell well.
But when he has a song which reflects what he's really like, it doesn't work.
Why not? Becausehe hasn't sold his own personality.When he does well, it's
only the song he's selling. If he'd sold himself along with the song . . . You can
sell a song without selling the singer's personality- but that isn't how you
make a great career for yourself.
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Often, by contrast, a song without a personalityattachedis a disaster.
Moustakicomposed 'le meteque' (the half-breed)and at firstgave it to
some unknown to sing; it sold about 300. Moustakihimself came from
the Left Bank, had short hair, wore a blacksuit and a tie, and was not
succeeding as a singer. When at last he grew a beard, put on jeans and
started looking like a 'half-breed',he sang his life story in the song,
complete with external signs of his condition, and went down very
well.
Thus, through a song, a voice and an image, it is in the end a
life-story and as a result a characterwhich is 'sold' to the public:one
sees this in singers' pseudonyms ('they were called Denise and
Bernard,you see what I mean . . . we changed theirnames to Erikand
Indira',their producerexplained to us during a session with a couple
of singers), in their 'biographies'and in the ready-madearticleswhich
the promotion departments distribute to the media and to the teen
press (Hit, Podium, Salut, Stephanie,Star, OK). Itis there, too, in the past
which these biographies romanticise:the poverty, belonging to an
ethnic minority, the road artist's life, all evidence of rejection and
exclusion. Similarare the imaginaryadventures which the star offers
as fodder for the narrative,and which repeat, in the very publicprivate
life of the singer, and in a more spectacularfashion, the amorous ups
and downs of his songs. The same rationale explains the highly
chargedprofessionalrelationswhich exist in show business and which
one cannot dismiss as pure affectation; this milieu lives by a
'psychology of the stars': narcissism, intolerance, 'crazy' lives, total
dependence on the public- these constitute the quite real, personal
other side of the myth which they become. Finallyit is the importance
of personality which from the start provides the basis for the
relationship between singer and producer. Beyond a given voice or
appearance, the producer very deliberately selects his singers
accordingto the friendly relationshiphe can or cannot establish with
them. It is a question of whether they 'click'together or not.
Lenorman, for instance, I didn't know him. We had dinner together after a
show - he wasn't famous in those days - and we spent four hours talking
together! I vaguely knew what he sounded like, but that wasn't what
interested me. We had to have a conversation,because that's what I consider
the most important.We had so much to say to each other, it was fantastic!(His
young producer)

The singer and his producerhave to invest a greatdeal in one another;
they must respond to each other's emotional needs, and their past
must enable them to understand each other. In other words, perhaps,
the producerhas to be able to detect in the would-be singer what it is in
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his life-story that makes him want to go on stage, to become the star
which he, the producer, never can be, while the singer must sense in
the producer a high degree of personal sensitivity to what he has to
offer, thus finding in him his first real audience.
The producer is not a calculator.His knowledge of the pop music
scene and his experience of the public are only of value when he has
integrated them within an 'immediate'sensitivity: only then do they
mutely guaranteethe genuineness of his taste, which can exerciseitself
spontaneously and in a subjective,non-cerebralfashion. He can forget
the criteriawhich he has interiorisedand allow himself to give in to his
feelings, to react to what he perceives as purely physical sensations
produced by such and such effects:'I select the takes accordingto what
gives me a thrillwhen I listen. It'scompletelyidiotic,but that'sthe way
it is. I can't even explain why; it's purely physical, I wait until it makes
my skin tingle.' (A semi-independentproducerwho specializesmainly
in quality songs) It is in terms of this emotional response, this
sympathy in the strictestsense of the word, that the decisive moment
occurs, that moment when a producerdecides to take on a new singer
because he feels it is going to 'work' between them.
We have to have the first 'shock', the 'love-at-first-sight'feeling, before the
public can. We're the middle-men. If we liked it, maybe others will too . . .
Differentpeople have differenttalentsbut then I meet one I take a violent fancy
to, the sound of his voice . . . how can I put it . . . it's got a kind of vibration
which does something to me; it strikes a chord and makes me feel good . . .
(One of the pop music producers of an American-ownedcompany)

When they look back on such moments, producers cannot recall
having had a particularreason or making a deliberate choice: 'Take
Herbert Pagani. I went to the Rose d'Antibes five years ago. I didn't
need any singers at all that year, I just went for no reason. I saw this
guy singing and I told myself he was good. I went and told him so. We
worked together and that's how it was . . .'
The heart has its reasons . . . The producerdoes not so much refuse
to listen to logical argumentsas consider them of lesser importance;he
situates them on another level. Good arguments are useful, but
secondary. They are only convenient to back up a case, to rationalise
something that has already happened. Reason provides justifications
that serve to convince those whose job is not, like the producer's, to
feel the 'vibes': the money men, the directors, the commercial and
radio men. And it helps to encourage those on the 'artistic'side, in the
studios and at the music publishers, who have not yet caught these
'vibes', to stick to the project. But reflectioncan do no more than back
up the producer'sinitial conviction, and it is this which allows him to
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hold out when success takes a long time to come and the doors remain
shut:
I'm incapable of working with certain singers, because I don't have the
they're any good. I can't tell you why I have this conviction!When I
startedMaximeLe Forestieroff, for example, I was absolutelypositive that he
had a lot to offer. I wrote to one big companyto tell them so and they answered
'no, his voice is too thin'. I cut his firstrecordat Festivaland it didn'twork, the
labelwasn't good. Maximewent to Polydorand it took severalmoreyears. But
in the end, with JacquesBedos, he became the star I had always thought he
could become.

conviction

This method of work, subjective and 'primitive', must be taken
seriously; it is a method whereby a lasting conviction is founded on
the immediate pleasure responsible for the producer's initial image,
visual and aural,of the singer. Forthis is basicallythe same method by
which the public will subsequently recognise its idols. Thereis a truth
here which must be acknowledged, even though in turn it needs to be
analysed, for its subjective characterdoes not exempt it from being
socially meaningful, quite the contrary. But one cannot assert that
producers' claims to this physical and irrationalimpulse are pure
'ideology', an attempt to conceal the rationalnature of the social and
political criteria they have applied to reach their verdict. Their
behaviour in this instance fits in with what they say, and their
impulses are genuinely followed up. 'Actually,it's yes or no from the
start, often before even listening to them: for example, if a singer's
waiting in the hall for the interview as I go in, I can tell from a glance if
it's no . . . I'm ready to change my mind during the interview, but up
to now my first impression has always been subsequently confirmed
. . .' (A young producerin a large company). Moreover,the arbitrary
nature of these verdicts works both ways, and the empathy of singer
and producer seems to be a decisive criterionof whether the singer's
artistic achievement is to be transformedinto a commercialsuccess:
Takethe case of Dave, for instance;he'd been with Barclayfor five years . . .
and it wasn't working out. He left Barclayand went to CBSwith Jeanlacques
Souplet . . . and his very firstrecordsold 500,000!Itwas because the singerand
the producerhad understood each other and were thereforeable to make use
of one another. Dave was 'brought out of himselY, his own feelings were
drawn out of him . . . But on the other hand if one doesn't really get on well
with a singer, it's better to stop because one can 'block'him completely.

An art of pleasing
Beyond the specific role played by the producer, it is in the end the
overallworking relationshipbetween the various membersof the pop
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music professional team which is able to anticipate the public's
reactions; each member of the team constantly switches from
producing the song to listening to how it sounds, from techniques to
image. The real inventiveness of the professional 'hit' producers
probablylies in the methods of work they have devised for managing
these two aspects of the song - for presenting an imaginaryobject.The
characteristicsof the mode of production they have created, from the
function of the producerto the recordingsession, all have one aim:the
problematic fusion between the universe of techniques, by which
objects are made, and that of images, in which an audience wants to
invest. Work in the studio consists of eliminating the professional's
complacency with regard to his style, watching out for any signs of
incipient complicity between those who know what they are up to,
bringing back into the 'firing line' of 'primitive'criticismthe finds of
each memberof the team:all this in orderto subordinatethe meaning a
song may have for its creator to the pleasure it can procure for the
listener.
The aim of the entire organisation of production is to introducethe
publicinto the studiothrough various means:
(a) through techniques of cuttingand mixingwhich introduceelements
of everyday reality into the song;
(b) through the presence of witnesses(such as the young singerhimself,
who is firstand foremosta specimen of his public)and of represenlatives
of the public (this is the producer's role both in relation to his singer
and in relation to the technicians);
(c) through the working relationships, constituted by mutualcriticism
(each member of the team being an audience for the others), by
subjectivelistening(it being pleasure which produces meaning) and by
collectiveanticipation(the dynamics of the group constitute a first
production-consumption process which one hopes will repeat itself
first through the media and later among the public).
The dictatorship of the public (which is obvious everywhere in a
genre so often described as manipulation) remains extremely ambiguous. If the public is an ignorant despot with the power to decide
once and for all whether a song is a hit or not, it is for this very reason
an impotent despot who never has control over the terms of his
dictates and whom a clever courtesancan always seduce if she knows
better than the despot himself what pleases him. Everythingis done
for the public, but everything is done on its behalf as well. The real
public is not present in the studios. What connection is there between
this public and the one which is constantly invoked by the various
collaboratorsin the production of a song? Or rather, what can one
do to make the real public sanction the many choices one has made
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in its name by massively buying the records that have been produced?
Part of the answer lies in the follow-up process which is put into
action once the song has been produced:when it leaves the studio, it
still has to be played over the radio and to be distributed. These two
stages make their own markon the record'shistory and are decisive as
faras its ultimate success is concerned. The full impactof TVand radio
exposure has yet to be studied properly;but it does not hold the entire
key to the problem:for though it can certainlyhinder a song's success,
it cannot create success for just any song, assuming merely that it has
been recordedin accordancewith a few simple norms. Success is born
during the early stages of a song's production, and no amount of
'plugging' on the radio can force the publicto adopt it if it was a failure
on that level. The only guaranteeof success which producerscan hope
for - and it is a precariousguarantee at best - lies in the introduction
into the studio of a relationshipbetween song and listener analogous
to that which will laterbind the song to its real public. A song-objectis
not produced first and consumed later; rather a simultaneousproducprocess takes place first inside the studio, and the
tion-consumption
impact on those present must be repeated later on outside the studio.
Success is a gambleby the producer on his identification with the
public. This gamble is often a losing one and is always unpredictable,
but it pays handsome dividends when he wins. In the studio, the
producercould only grope his way to success;this holds truealso of his
search for public approval.
The notion of a gambleis a fundamentalone. Firstof all, it is relevant
to the way that pop music is produced. It is the basis for the
relationship between the large companies and the small producers,
who reap the benefits of being in closer touch with the public. The
gamble in question has nothing to do with luck; it accounts for the
'hit'-formof the recordbusiness, the all-or-nothingnature of success
which suddenly crystallisesaroundone number,leaving a dozen other
almost identicalsongs unsold. Butbeyond that, the notion of a gamble
is centralto the very nature of the song. If, as has alreadybeen stated,
the only unifying principleof a song lies in the pleasure it offers to its
listeners, it is impossible for the producerto go by a set of hardand fast
rules. All he can do is gamble on a given song, which is nothing
until the public gives it meaning by appropriatingit. There is no such
thing as art for art's sake in pop music. A song has no objective reality or value in itself. If it is a flop, there is no posterity to rehabilitate it. It exists only to be accepted by its own times as a sign of those
times.
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Theimagesof the public
At last we come to the public which gives the song its meaning and its
substance. The final consumption of a song is the only measure of its
potential, which was purely hypothetical until that moment. If it is
successful, the spark which consumes it reveals the reality of its
expressive charge, while at the same time annulling it. Pop songs do
not create their public, they discover it. The opposition which the
sociology of culture operates between statutoryconsumptionby elites
on the one hand, and the industrialproductionof mass cultureon the
other, stresses in both cases the arbitraryimposition of meanings by
producers and sellers. The public is looked upon as passive, ready to
absorbwhatever it is presented with so long as the label fits the social
category.
This vision overlooks the active use to which people put pop music,
the imaginaryexistence they lead through it, which is not reducibleto
the official social hierarchies. To speak of the transmission of codes
which map out the stratificationof society is a theory which solves too
quickly the problem of social domination within culturalproduction,
by applying to it the politicalmodel of a power pyramid.This is to place
cultural production within the ordinary causality of the social order:
the socio-political scene which is characterised by real powerrelationships, realistic compromises and objective social categories
which construct and impose real experience. But when this reality is
projectedon the screen of pop music, the pictureone gets is reversed,
as though one were seeing a negative on which were printed the
hidden side of current social life. In a ratherunreal way, we catch a
glimpse of all that officialhistory, always writtenin terms of the power
structure, leaves unsaid: hopes that are disappointed almost before
they are formulated, a bitterness that nobody cares about, useless
emotions. Producers are the representatives of a kind of imaginary
democracy established by pop music; they do not manipulate the
public so much as feel its pulse. They offerup their songs to the public
in the hope that it will recognise itself in them, just as one suggests
various phrases to a dumb person until he nods in agreement.
Producers do not control the public's desires but rather fulfil them.
Theirpower lies not in imposing a particularview of the public, but in
proposing one. In this imaginaryworld, social domination gives way
to complicity:the complicityof the public which knows it must beg for
the idols that the companies offer; the complicity of the singer who
knows he must endorse the persona which the producer suggests to
him. The producer's art lies in trialand error:in guessing, espousing
and fanning the flames of passion for which words are lacking, and, in
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desperation, whose only outlet lies in the periodicinfiltrationof a new
style, which comes, in the nick of time, to speak for the underdogs of
society.
Thus the producer's role is so subjective, so bound llp with
identificationand projection,that it becomes even more of a social one;
ratherthan genuinely express the passions which it reflects,pop music
organises youthful, mobile socialgroups still in the process of forming.
It draws together potential groups still ignored by the politicians,
whose members share the same unspoken frustrations. It gives a
self-image to latent communitieswhose membershave in common the
feeling of not belonging to an established socialcategory(whetherthat
of the dominators or of the dominated: thus, 'the rocker' may
represent the young worker plus the violence which has been stifled
through 'politicisation'by the workers'movements;'the disco fan', the
young.typist with no future plus the pleasure of being no more than a
body abandoning itself to a collective rhythm; 'the punk', the 'kid'
without the likeable constructiveenthusiasm which he is blamed for
not possessing).
Imaginaryidentities, sentimentaladventures, a taste of what reality
represses: pop songs open the doors to dream, lend a voice to what is
left unmentioned by ordinary discourse. But pop is not only a
dream-machine: perhaps, like witchcraft in another age, it is the
unofficial chronicle of its times, a history of desires existing in the
margins of officialhistory, which, except at raremoments of rupture,
do not speak but act. In setting out a history of today, popular culture
etches the contours of a history of tomorrow in that it 'feels' a social
atmosphere in its earliest, unformulatedstages; pop music senses the
currentand projectsa first image of it, long before the politicianshave
grasped its real nature or had the time to quell it, before words have
been found to express it or to betray it. Pop songs hold up a mirrorto
theirage in the truestsense of the word, for they provideit with a blank
screen on which its desires arereflected.It is paradoxicalthat reflection
theories of art, which fail to explain artbecause they deny its role as a
mediation, finally become relevant when the word 'art' loses its
meaning: in pop music - except that this reflection requires a lot of
work, from many professionals: 'immediacy'costs a lot.
(translatedby MarianneSinclairand MarkSmith)
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